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Fuel Injection to Carburetor 
Conversion Tank Fitting Kits by 
Pingel
Pingel has developed the perfect kit to help 
you convert your fuel injected bike over to a 
carburetor to help deliver more power to that 
‘big-inch’ motor. The kit replaces the OEM 
fittings and allows you to install the Pingel 
Power-Flo fuel valve of your choice.  Made of 
stainless steel right here in the U.S.A.
688504 Conversion kit for 95-01 Touring mod-

els with Magneti Marelli EFI (adapter 
& plug) for use with any Pingel 22mm 
fuel valve

688505 Conversion kit for 00-03 models with 
Delphi EFI (adapter & plug) for use 
with any Pingel 22mm fuel valve

688506 Conversion kit for 00-13 models with 
Delphi EFI (adapter only) for use with 
any Pingel 22mm fuel valve

688507 Conversion kit for 07-13 Sportster 
models with Delphi EFI (adapter only) 
for use with any Pingel 1/4” NPT fuel 
valve
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Weld-In Petcock Bungs by Pingel
These tank bungs come in 22mm (stock H-D) 
male or 3/8” NPT female and are designed to 
be welded directly to the fuel tank. Great for 
custom gas tanks or repairing of stock tanks.
688500 22mm aluminum weld-in bung
688501 22mm steel weld-in bung
688502 3/8” NPT aluminum weld-in bung
688503 3/8” NPT steel weld-in bung
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Big Twin Valve Adapter for 35-65 
Tanks by Pingel
This product offers better fuel flow and retains 
the stock crossover connection of your 35-65 
Harley-Davidson Big Twin split fuel tanks. Don’t 
let the stock fuel valve be the bike’s main jet. 
The stock fuel valve set up simply cannot sup-
port today’s high performance engine fuel 
demands. This stainless steel gas tank adapter 
and any of the 22mm threaded Pingel Power-
Flo fuel valves will drastically improve your fuel 
supply.
688508 Fuel valve adapter for 35-65 Big Twins

688501

Pingel Fuel Filters
The Pingel fuel filter is built to appeal to the 
true motorcycle enthusiast. This filter offers 
the same high quality as our fuel valve line 
and is designed and machined from billet alu-
minum. Close attention to detail and aesthetic 
quality is the standard and the result is a beau-
tifully finished product that includes a clean-
able bronze element that will last a lifetime. 
Pingel filters are the only filters designed to 
meet the high flow requirement needs of the 
Pingel Power-Flo gas valves, as well as today’s 
high flow carburetors. The fuel filters are avail-
able with 5/16” or 3/8” hose barb and also with 
a -6AN male thread inlets and outlets. Made in 
the U.S.A.
26603 Fits 5/16" I.D. fuel line
688509 5/16” polished fuel filter
688510 3/8” chrome fuel filter
688511 3/8” polished fuel filter
688512 -6AN chrome fuel filter
688513 -6AN polished fuel filter
688514 Repl. 40 micron bronze filter element 
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